The human brain displays stereotyped and early emerging patterns of cortical asymmetry in health. It is unclear if these asymmetries are highly sensitive to genetic and environmental variation or fundamental features of the brain that can survive severe developmental perturbations. To address this question, we mapped cortical thickness (CT) asymmetry in a group of genetically defined disorders known to impact CT development. Participants included 137 youth with one of five sex-chromosome aneuploidies [SCAs; XXX (n ϭ 28), XXY (n ϭ 58), XYY (n ϭ 26), XXYY (n ϭ 20), and XXXXY (n ϭ 5)], and 169 age-matched typically developing controls (80 female). In controls, we replicated previously reported rightward inferior frontal and leftward lateral parietal CT asymmetry. These opposing frontoparietal CT asymmetries were broadly preserved in all five SCA groups. However, we also detected foci of shifting CT asymmetry with aneuploidy, which fell almost exclusively within regions of significant CT asymmetry in controls. Specifically, X-chromosome aneuploidy accentuated normative rightward inferior frontal asymmetries, while Y-chromosome aneuploidy reversed normative rightward medial prefrontal and lateral temporal asymmetries. These findings indicate that (1) the stereotyped normative pattern of opposing frontoparietal CT asymmetry arises from developmental mechanisms that can withstand gross chromosomal aneuploidy and (2) X and Y chromosomes can exert focal, nonoverlapping and directionally opposed influences on CT asymmetry within cortical regions of significant asymmetry in health. Our study attests to the resilience of developmental mechanisms that support the global patterning of CT asymmetry in humans, and motivates future research into the molecular bases and functional consequences of sex chromosome dosage effects on CT asymmetry.
Introduction
Structural asymmetries of the human brain have been described since seminal postmortem dissections in the late 19th century (Broca, 1861; Wernicke, 1874) . More recently, the advent of neuroimaging has allowed systematic and spatially fine-grained analyses of human brain asymmetry in vivo. Replicated structural asymmetries in the human brain include: (1) Yakovlevian torque, in which the right frontal and left occipital petalia are more prominent than their contralateral homologs (Kertesz et al., 1990) ; (2) a leftward volumetric bias in language-related perisylvian cortices (Good et al., 2001; Watkins et al., 2001) ; and (3) cortical thickness (CT) asymmetry, which is right biased in inferior frontal regions and left biased in parietal regions by early adolescence (Shaw et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2013) .
The biological determinants of human cortical asymmetry remain poorly understood, but several lines of evidence indicate that structural brain asymmetries may be rooted in genetic and/or environmental influences on early brain patterning. For example, the robust structural asymmetry of language-related perisylvian cortices in postnatal human life (Rentería, 2012) is preceded by structural asymmetries that are already apparent in mid-fetal life (Kasprian et al., 2011; Habas et al., 2012) , and associated with even earlier asymmetries of perisylvian gene expression at 12 weeks post conception (Sun et al., 2005; Sun and Walsh, 2006) . However, few studies have directly assessed the extent to which lateralized cortical development in humans is altered by defined environmental and genetic perturbations. Some aspects of cortical asymmetry appear to be sensitive to environmental influences during postnatal life (Klöppel et al., 2010) , but the robustness of human cortical asymmetry to defined genetic perturbations remains largely uncharted. Reports of atypical cortical asymmetry in heritable disorders like schizophrenia (Oertel et al., 2010) , autism (Herbert et al., 2002) , attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; Shaw et al., 2009), and dyslexia (Hier et al., 1978) suggest that the patterning of normative asymmetry may be sensitive to genetically determined disruptions of early brain development. However, these disorders are behaviorally defined (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) and therefore limited in their utility as models for investigating defined biological influences on structural brain asymmetry: specifically, such diagnoses reflect a highly heterogeneous set of underlying genetic and environmental risks that remain unknown in the vast majority of affected individuals.
Here, we test the robustness of human brain asymmetry to defined genetic perturbations by using in vivo neuroimaging to create spatially fine-grained maps of CT asymmetry across five distinct sex-chromosome aneuploidy syndromes [SCAs; XXX, XXY, XYY, XXYY, and XXXXY], and age-matched typically developing controls. Mapping CT across a wide range of SCAs represents a powerful approach to examining genetic influences on human brain asymmetry because (1) normative patterns of CT asymmetry are well described (Shaw et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2013) , (2) SCAs are genetically defined disorders that are known to cause widespread changes in CT (Raznahan et al., 2014) , and (3) studying multiple SCAs allows the same gene-dosage change to be studied across different biological context (e.g., a supernumerary X chromosome in both XXX and XXY), which supports stronger inference-making about genetic effects on brain asymmetry.
Participants included 137 youth with non-mosaic SCA (28 XXX, 58 XXY, 26 XYY, 20 XXYY, and 5 XXXXY) , and 169 age-matched karyotypically normal controls (80 XX and 89 XY) . Participant characteristics are detailed in Table 1 . Participant recruitment was as previously described (Lee et al., 2012) . To be included in the study, SCA participants must have had a non-mosaic X/Y aneuploidy confirmed by karyotype and no acquired head injury or condition that would result in gross brain abnormalities. Typically developing participants were all singletons recruited from the United States and were enrolled in an ongoing longitudinal study of typical brain development (Raznahan et al., 2011) . Inclusionary criteria for healthy participants included never having required special education services, taken psychiatric medications, received mental health treatment, or having had any medical condition impacting the nervous system. T1-weighted structural MRI images with contiguous 1.5 mm axial slices and 2.0 mm coronal slices were obtained on a 1.5 T General Electric Signa scanner, using a 3D spoiled gradient-recalled echo sequence. Native structural MRI scans were then submitted to the CIVET pipeline for automated morphometric analysis (Ad-Dab'bagh et al., 2006) to derive measures of cortical gray matter thickness at 40,962 vertices across the cortical sheet of each cerebral hemisphere. For every scan, CT asymmetry indices were calculated at each left-right pair of homologous vertices using a standard formula: (Left Ϫ Right)/[0.5*(Left ϩ Right)]. This resulted in 40,962 estimates of CT asymmetry across the cortical sheet for each individual. All scans included in analyses passed rigorous quality assessment and control of CIVET output for evidence of motion artifact, errors in skull removal, and definition of cortical surfaces. This process involved visual inspection of preprocessed and postprocessed data, randomized by karyotype by two trained raters who were blind to karyotype.
To provide a context for SCA findings, we first characterized CT asymmetry in controls by (1) mapping mean CT asymmetry across the cortical sheet in each sex, (2) identifying cortical regions of significant leftward and rightward CT asymmetry that are shared across typically developing males and females, and (3) identifying cortical regions of sexually dimorphic CT asymmetry (Fig. 1 ). These analyses were conducted after first testing for, and failing to find, evidence of interactive effects of age and gonadal sex (i.e., statistical significance of an age*Sex term) on CT asymmetry. Having established this normative context, we derived vertex-wise maps of mean CT asymmetry in each SCA group ( Fig. 2A) . Qualitative similarities in CT asymmetries across all SCA groups were visualized by creating a conjunction map that classified vertices according to the number of karyotype groups that showed a leftward or rightward CT bias (Fig. 2B) .
Next, we localized statistically significant changes in CT asymmetry with SCA, using the following linear model at each vertex across all 306 participants in our study:
( 1) In this model, the intercept term estimates CT asymmetry in the absence of X and Y aneuploidy (i.e., across all controls) at mean age, and Xan and Yan terms estimate changes in CT with X-and Y-chromosome aneuploidy, respectively (Fig. 3A) . Age was modeled as a main effect after testing for and ruling out interactive effects between age and sexchromosome dosage (i.e., significance of age*Xan and age*Yan terms) on CT asymmetry. We also ran separate analyses within subsets of the karyotypes represented in our sample to test for potential interactions between sex-chromosome dosage and gonadal sex (using XX, XY, XXY, XYY, and XXYY karyotypes), as well as interactions between X-and Y-chromosome aneuploidy (using XY, XXY, XYY, XXYY, and XXXXY karyotypes).
To quantify the relative stability of CT asymmetry to SCA, we (1) used the predictor variables in Equation1 to estimate scaled ␤coefficients (equivalent to effect size estimates) for the influence of X-and Y-chromosome aneuploidy on both CT asymmetry and mean bilateral CT at every vertex, and then (2) calculated the following difference metric at every vertex: absolute aneuploidy effect size on CT asymmetry Ϫ absolute aneuploidy effect size on mean bilateral CT. The distribution of these 40,0962 difference scores for X-and Y-chromosome effects (Fig.  3C ) quantifies the relative stability of CT asymmetry versus mean bilateral CT to SCA, with negative values indicating greater relative stability of CT asymmetry.
Vertex-wise asymmetry indices, and t values for ␤coefficients of interest, were visualized by projection onto a left-hemisphere template. All t statistic maps were displayed after thresholding for multiple comparisons using False Discovery Rate correction with q (the expected proportion of false positives) set at 0.05 (Genovese et al., 2002) .
Results
Our analyses of CT asymmetry within controls replicated previously reported patterns of CT asymmetry in typical development by revealing a significant rightward CT asymmetry in the inferior frontal region and leftward CT asymmetry in the lateral parietal cortex across both sexes (Luders et al., 2006; Shaw et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2013 ; Fig. 1 A, B) . We also identified foci of sexually dimorphic CT asymmetry, where significant CT asymmetry was present in males, but not females (Fig. 1C) . These male-specific asymmetries were leftward in the precuneus, calcarine sulcus, and fusiform gyrus, versus rightward in the superior frontal gyrus, Heschl's sulcus/planum temporale, and lateral occipital regions. The normative pattern of opposing inferior frontal (rightward) and lateral parietal (leftward) CT asymmetry that we detected in controls was also evident in maps of mean CT asymmetry within each of the five SCA groups studied ( Fig. 2A) . A conjunction map of CT asymmetry across all five SCA groups confirms the consistency of this inferior frontal versus lateral parietal distinction (Fig. 2B) .
Analysis of sex-chromosome dosage effects on CT asymmetry at each vertex detected four cortical regions where CT asymmetry was significantly altered by sex-chromosome aneuploidy (Fig. 3) . Three of these four regions lay within areas of significant CT asymmetry in controls. Specifically, X-chromosome aneuploidy significantly accentuated the normative rightward inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) CT asymmetry and produced a rightward medial occipitoparietal CT asymmetry. In contrast, Y-chromosome aneuploidy was associated with a leftward CT bias that fully inverted the typical pattern of rightward anterior cingulate and lateral temporo-occipital CT asymmetry. Notably, none of these foci of X-and Y-chromosome dosage effects on CT asymmetry overlapped with regions of sexually dimorphic CT asymmetry in health (Fig. 1C) .
We next compared sex chromosome dosage effects on CT asymmetry versus mean bilateral CT across all vertices in the cortical sheet. For both X-and Y-chromosomes, where aneuploidy exerted a disparate effect on CT asymmetry versus mean bilateral CT, CT asymmetry was usually the lesser impacted of the two neuroanatomical phenotypes.
Selected supplemental analyses were performed to test for potential modifiers of the above results including interactions between gonadal sex and X-chromosome aneuploidy, interactions between X-and Y-chromosome aneuploidy, handedness, and general cognitive ability. Interaction analyses indicated that the X-chromosome effects on IFG and medial occipitoparietal CT asymmetry were not altered by gonadal sex. However, outside these regions we identified male-specific effects of X-chromosome aneuploidy on CT asymmetry within the posterior cingulate (leftward bias) and female-specific effects within medial prefrontal and anterior temporal cortex (leftward bias). We found no significant interactive effects of X-and Y-chromosome aneuploidy on CT asymmetry. Our findings were not modified by exclusion of the few nondextral participants in our study. We also performed supplemental analyses to test if X-and Y-dosage effects on CT asymmetry could be detected above and beyond potential relationships between IQ variation across aneuploidy groups and CT asymmetry. Rerunning Equation 1 with IQ included as a covariate did not alter the findings reported in Figure 3 or detect statistically significant relationships between IQ and CT asymmetry controlling for X-and Y-chromosome dosage.
Discussion
Our study provides several insights into the basic and clinical science of structural asymmetry within the human brain. First, we replicate previous reports of rightward inferior frontal and leftward lateral parietal CT asymmetry in typically developing controls (Luders et al., 2006; Shaw et al., 2009; Koelkebeck et al., 2014) , which are shared by both males and females (Luders et al., 2006; Hamilton et al., 2007) . However, we also identify discrete regions of sexually dimorphic cortical asymmetry where CT is significantly asymmetric in males, but not females. This finding adds to prior reports of greater structural asymmetry in males versus females at the group level, although this literature remains mixed (Rentería, 2012) . Important next steps would be confirming that the sex differences we report in CT asymmetry can be replicated in large independent cohorts (e.g., Satterthwaite et al., 2014) , and examining how these patterns might relate to recently reported sex differences in cognitive profile and interhemispheric connectivity (Ingalhalikar et al., 2014) .
Second, we find that the normative pattern of rightward inferior frontal and leftward lateral parietal CT asymmetry is robust to the gross changes in chromosome and gene dosage that accompany SCA. The qualitative replicability of this pattern across five different SCAs is striking, and we were also able to quantitatively demonstrate the robustness of CT asymmetry to SCA relative to mean bilateral CT. These findings suggest that the mechanisms regulating CT differences between the left and right hemisphere are dissociable from, and more resilient to, SCA (and perhaps other genetic perturbations) than the mechanisms that shape nonlateralized variation in CT. This relative resilience of CT asymmetry supports the notion that structural asymmetry of the cortical sheet represents a prenatally embedded effect of genetic patterning on cortical organization (Sun and Walsh, 2006) . While some studies of asymmetric gene expression within early human cortical development have been inconsistent (Pletikos et al., 2014) , others have found differentially expressed genes between the two hemisphere in utero within cortical regions destined for later structural asymmetry. A study by Sun and et al., 2005 verified 27 differentially expressed genes between the left and right planum temporale, of which LMO4, critical for cortical development in mice, was consistently more expressed in the right perisylvian region. It is important to note that hypothesizing a strong role for genetic factors in the early patterning of structural brain asymmetries does not necessarily require that structural brain asymmetry traits show high heritability in twin studies: lateralized traits that show little variation between individuals (e.g., a left-sided heart), or arise through the influence of genes with little allelic variation at the population level, will not show high heritability in twin studies (Eyler et al., 2014) .
Third, our results indicate that the few cortical foci where CT asymmetry is impacted by SCA lie almost exclusively within regions that are significantly asymmetric in healthy controls. This convergence suggests that while the mechanisms supporting emergence of normative cortical asymmetry are relatively robust in global terms, they may confer local vulnerability to asymmetric effects of disease on the developing brain. In support of this hypothesis, reports of aberrant CT asymmetry in clinical groups, such as 22q11 Deletion Syndrome (Bearden et al., 2007) and ADHD (Shaw et al., 2009) , both highlight the IFG as an area where significant normative asymmetries are focally disrupted. However, further studies across a wider range of neurodevelopmental disorders will be needed to more robustly test this hypothesis.
Fourth, we find no overlap between X-and Y-chromosome aneuploidy effects on CT asymmetry. Also, while greater X-chromosome dosage accentuates normative asymmetries, greater Y-chromosome dosage reverses normative asymmetries. These disjunctions between the effects of X-and Y-chromosome dosage are in keeping with the fact that X and Y chromosomes differ drastically in size and gene content (Skaletsky et al., 2003) , and suggests that sex-chromosome effects on CT asymmetry may reflect the action of X and Y chromosome-specific genes. This inference implicates X-and Y-chromosome genes outside the small distal pseudo-autosomal regions of sequence homology and obligate recombination between sex chromosomes (Otto et al., 2011) . Furthermore, our observed X-chromosome effects are most likely to be accounted for by ϳ15% of X-chromosome genes that "escape" the process of X inactivation (Nguyen and Disteche, 2006) . X inactivation operates in karyotypically normal females to silence 85% of the genes borne by one of the two X chromosomes in each female cell, and is thought to help equate effective X-chromosome gene dosage between males and females. The X-chromosome genes that escape this inactivation have been hypothesized to underlie several phenotypic consequences of X aneuploidy syndromes (Vawter et al., 2007) . A valuable next step would be to test for asymmetric expression of these candidate X-linked genes in the IFG cortex using publically available atlases of gene expression during human brain development (Miller et al., 2014) .
Finally, the focal sex-chromosome dosage effects we observe on CT asymmetry may inform mechanistic models for normative sex differences in CT asymmetry. We found no spatial overlap between the effects of sex and sex-chromosome dosage on CT asymmetry. This indicates that differences in X-and Y-chromosome dosage between typically developing males and females either (1) do not contribute to normative sex differences in CT asymmetry or (2) are compensated for by other biological sex differences, such as gonadal hormones (De Vries, 2005) . There is some evidence for lateralized sex-steroid effects on cortical organization in animal models (Stewart and Kolb, 1988) , and such effects have been hypothesized to operate in humans as well (Patwardhan et al., 2000) .
Our study does not address the functional correlates of X-and Y-dosage effects on CT asymmetry, and this will be an important area for future work. However, several unresolved issues complicate analysis of the relationship between structural asymmetry and behavior in clinical groups. First, very little is known regarding normative inter-relationships between structural asymmetry, functional lateralization, and behavior in typical development (Greve et al., 2013) and there is a pressing need to systematically characterize such structure-function relationships across a wider range of cognitive domains, anatomical phenotypes, and developmental stages in health. Second, some clinical groups show changes in structural asymmetry within cortical regions, such as the IFG, which have distinct functional specializations in left (semantic language processing; Dapretto and Bookheimer, 1999) versus right (response inhibition; Hampshire et al., 2010) hemispheres, making it harder to assess the functional valence of a given shift in structural asymmetry. Finally, establishing a correlation between altered asymmetry and altered behavior within a clinical cohort still leaves open several causal scenarios that are hard to disambiguate in humans (Bishop, 2013) .
Our findings should be considered in the context of two additional limitations. First, we modeled brain asymmetry using cross-sectional data within a wide age-range developmental window when CT is known to undergo significant developmental changes (Shaw et al., 2008; Raznahan et al., 2011) . However, our focus on relatively rare patient groups necessarily makes it difficult to gather longitudinal data of large cross-sectional samples within a narrow age range. Also, our groups were age matched and we controlled for the linear age effects on CT, which predominate in this age range (Shaw et al., 2008 ). Finally, we tested for, but found no evidence of age-by-group interactions for asymmetry. Nevertheless, age-related variations in CT asymmetry have been reported (Shaw et al., 2009) , and future replication of our study using a longitudinal approach will be of value. Second, we focus here on CT because it is the surface-based metric that has been most extensively charted by multiple independent groups with respect to both normative asymmetry (Shaw et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2013) and alterations in SCA (Lepage et al., 2013; Raznahan et al., 2014) . Further research will be required to determine whether asymmetries of other cortical properties such as surface area (Koelkebeck et al., 2014) show the global resilience and focal sensitivities to SCA that we describe for CT.
Notwithstanding these caveats, this current study is the first to chart patterns of cortical asymmetry across multiple genetically defined disorders known to impact cortical development. Our approach provides some of the strongest evidence to date that global patterns of CT asymmetry represent a deep-seated aspect of cortical patterning in humans, which can withstand severe karyotypic abnormalities. Our study also suggests that sex chromosomes may exert regionally specific effects in brain asymmetry, which motivates future studies to investigate molecular determinants and functional consequences of these effects.
